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ABSTRAO'.r

The purpose of the present study was to improve and expand upon past methodology in the area of active versus passive participation, discrepancy level, and opinion oonformity.
Subjects were randomly assigned to 1 of 18 conditions ( 6
levels of partiCipation, 3 levels of discrepancy) or a oontrol group.

It was hypothesized that passive partioipation

yields more conformity than active partiCipation when the
initial skills of the subjects are low; given additional information about the issue, active

particip~tion--through

im-

provisation of knowledge obtained--yields more opinion conformity than passive participation.

Results revealed a .

signifioant participation effeot (R. < .05) for opinion conformity but no significant disorepanoy level effect, in addition, a signifioant olaas effect (introductory va. advanoed
psychology stud9nts) was found (i,< .001).

Results for argu-

ment evaluations revealed a signifioant discrepancy level effect (i,< .001), with higher evaluations in lower disorepanoy
levels.

Opinion conformity was found to be positively cor-

related with evaluation of arguments.
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, SOD EFFECT'S OF PART ICIPAf ION AND DISCREPANCY LEVEL
ON OPINIOI COIJORMITY

Allen N. Shub
Loyola University, Chioago
During the past 10-15 years, a oontroversy has arisen in
the use ot active versus pasai..... partioipation i'n persuasiva
communications
s~udies

1;0

induce op1nion change.

Because mat17

o~

the

have been limited in scope and on ocoasion lacking in

the proper oontrols, it is sometimes difficult to make meaning-

ful conolusions.

Another researoh problem. that ot disorepancy

level (between the subjeot's initial position and that advooate4
by a oommunioation), is not generally oonsidered in aotive par~ioipationresearch.

The purpose of this thesis, then,\waa to

!improve and expand upon past methodology in these areas and to
study the eftecu ot six levels ot participation and of three
~evels

ot discrepanoy on opinion oonformity_

fartioipation
Ha.rve7 and Beverly (1961) oompared the effeots of role
playing (aotiVe partioipation) versus no rolla playing (passive
partioipation) to change opinions about aloohol.

SUbjects were

tstudents whose religious beliefs opposed the sale and

~nkil"uP

2

of aloohol.

:Berth groups were exposed to a 250o-word speeoh ad-

vocating the sale of aloohol under prescribed conditions.

The

role playing group was asked in addition to generate the

bes~

possible- argwnenta favoring the sale and use of aloohol.

The

investigators found that "role playing ••• had a signifioantly greater positive effeot on opinion change than did no role
pl1J.11ng."
:Beoause proper oontrols were not present, the findings of
Harvey and :Beverly cannot be unambiguously interpreted.

The

role plqing group aotually had two doses of oommunioationpassive and active--while the no role pl8J1ng group had onl7
one dose of

oommun1catlon~the

passive reading of a speech,

lienee, all that can 'be concluded from this s1n1d7 is that two
doses are better than one.
been used- in 1his stuq are.

Two other groups that oould have
(.!) an active-onl1' group to com-

pare with the passive-on1y group, and (l!.) a pass1ve-then-passive
group to compare with the passive-then-aotin group.

The lat-

ter group--passive-then-passive-ls necessary to interpret the
effects of the seoond d08e of oOmmunioation.

Both the 1'8.s8ive-

aotive group and the passive-passin group are equated, in a
sens., after the tirst passive reading oondition.

Then, after

one group reoeives a seoond speech and the other group active11' writes arguments, it oan be determined whether aotive partioipation is aotuall1 more effective than passive partioipation in induoing opinion ohanBe under these eet of oircumetan-

3

ces.
McGuire (1964-) reviewed (somewhat analogous) research on
the effeots of aotive and passive participation in inducing
resistanoe to persuasive oontmlnications.

Typioally, McGuire's

subjects read or wrote essays, in the "inoculation" phase, that
supported their own position on an issue or that refuted connterargwnents to their own position.

The purpose of this inocu-

lation phase was to strengthen the subjeot's opinion position
on the issue.

McGuire found that the inoculation prooedure

was effeotive in induoing resistanoe to subsequent change when
inoculation groups were oompared to subjeots who had no prior
exposure to arguments about the issue.
In one study, McGuire (1961b) compared four level. of participation in induoing resistanoe to persuasive communioations.

-

-

-

(a) aotive-onl7J (b) passive-onlYI (0) aotive-than-passive,

-

and (d) passive-then-aotive.

When subjeots reoeived the same

counterarguments in the attaok message that they had already
defended in the inoculation phase, the passive defense waa superior to the active defense, and the active-passive and the
passiY8-aot1ve defenses were equal and both superior to the
passive-onl7 and the aot1ve-onl7 defenses.

When subjects re-

qeived oounterargum&nts different from thoae that they had alread7 defended in the inoculation phase, act1ve-only was superior to passive-only defenses, with the double defenses lying in between (active-passive superior to passive-aotive).

4

In line with the Harvey and Beverly study, the passive-aotive
defense--whether the oounterarguments were same or refutational
--was superior to the passive-only defense.
MoGuire might have inoluded two additional groups in the
inooulation phase as oontrols,

-Henoe,

(a) a passive-passive group;

it oould be determined
what prooess might be taking p1aoe in the seoond defense in the
and (b) an aotive-aoti ve group.
double defense oonditions.
Caution should perhaps be exeroised in applying MoGuire's
work to that of Harvey and Beverly and other investigators
studying the effects of partioipation on opinion chanBe, for
MoGuire' s studies are concerned with resistance to change while
Harvey and Beverly's study is concerned with induoing ohange.
Actually, it is quite possible that the dynamios involved are
fundamentally the same for both types of researoh.

If a given

prooedure is effeotive in inducing resistanoe to change, why
should it not also be effeotive in induoing change itself?

One

method (the former ) involves the strengthening of the subjeo't.' s
own position; the other method involves the strengthening of a
position counter to the subjeot's initial position.
A number of other studies have viewed the oomparative effeots of aotive partioipation (or role playing, or self-persuasion) and passive participation on opinion change (e.g., Janis

& King, 1954, Kelman, 1953; King & Janis, 1956, Hovland et a1.,

1953).

5
Janis and King (1954) oompared the resulting opinion change
of two treatment groups:

(~)

subjeots required to present a

speeoh trom a prepared outline; and <'(2) subjeots required merely to listen to suoh a speeoh from another student.

The inves-

tigators found more opinion ohange in the direotion of the position advooated in the speech for those subjects who had aotively presented the speeoh.

In addition, more opinion ohange was

found for those subjeots who had done more improvisation and
who were more satisfied with their performanoes.
To oompare the effects (in produoing opinion ohange) of
improvisation verSUs satisfaotion, King and Janis (1956) required subjects either
or

(~)

(~)

to read a prepared speech silently;

to read a prepared speeoh aloud, or (s) to read a pre-

pared speeoh silently and then to present it aloud in an impromptu fashion.

Those who had read the speeoh aloud were more

satisfied with their individual performances than those required to present an impromptu talk.

However, those who had

presented an impromptu talk showed more opinion change in the
direction of the position advocated in the speech than did subjects in the other two conditions.

Hence, improvisation e-

merged as a factor in producing internalized attitude ohange.
Hovland et al. (1953), after reviewing some of the literature on active partiCipation, argued that the most important
charaoteristio of the role played by improvisation in produoing opinion change was the "spontaneous additions and elabor-

6

ations of the arguments oontained in the original
tion."

oommun1o~

If Hovland et al. are oorreot, then active partioipa-

tion should be most effect1va when the subjeot is first presented with information conoerning the issue.

In faert, MoGuil:-e

(196la) pOinted out that ao1;ive partioipation may have negative
effects on 1earning-whioh has been shown

{'~.g.,

Hovland et a1 ••

1953) to be related to opinion change--when introduoed at a
time when the subject does not have enough skill or

fam11ifir1~

ty to handle i1;.
Researoh comparing the effects of aotive versus passive
partioipation is otten oonfounded with the amount of time allowed the subjects to read or write a oommunioation.

In stud-

ies where the times allowed are stated, frequently more time is
allowed for subjeots to write an essay than for those to read
an essay.

:For example, lJIcGuire and Papageorg1s (1961) allowed

subjeots 5 minutes to read a 100O-Word essq (passive partioipation) but 20 minutes to write an esstlT (aotive partioipation)
during the inoculation phase of induoing resistanoe to opinion
ohange.

Although writing an essay will generally require more

time than will reading one already

~ittent

parameters is, nevertheless" desirable.

an equating of time

One solution is not to

require subjects to write an entire essay but instead to generate and develop a Single argument during a 6-minute interval,
given that 6 minutes are allowed other subjeots to read an essq.

watts (1967), in a study of the persistance of opinion

7

change as a funotion of participation, allowed subjects 8 minutes whether they were to read a 600-word essay or to write an
argument.

That initial opinion change was equal for both groups

was attributed, however, to pre study modifioations of the written communioation to prodwoe initial equating.
Discrepancl Level
Another source of controversy in the opinion ohange area
involves the effects of discrepancy level on opinion ohange.
Discrepancy is defined as the differenoe between the position
endorsed by a subject and the position advooated by a communication.

A number of studies (e.g., Zimbardo, 1960, Hovland &

Pritzker, 1957; Goldberg, 1954) have demonstrated a linear relationShip between disorepancy level and amount of oonformity,
while others (e.g •• Whittaker, 1963, 1964a, 1964b; Sherif &
Hovland, 1961) have found a ourvilinear relationship with intermediate disorepanoies produoing the most conform.1"ty to the
oommunication.

Sherif and Hovland (1961) suggested that under

conditions of high ego-involvement in the initial position, extreme discrepanoies may yield less conformity than moderate
disorepanoies--henoe acoounting for the ourvilinear funotion.
Freedman (1964) studied the oonditions of high and low involvement and discrepanoy level and found that high involvement led·.
to a linear relationship between disorepanoy level and opinion
ohange and that low involvement led to a ourvilinear relationship.
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Although discrepancy level research has explored the effects with already-written cownunications on opinion change,
there is a lack of exploration on the effects of active participation~and

discrepancy level on opinion change.

!he pres-

ent thesis study was designed to compare the conformity curves
o'f passively-read arguments and actively-written arguments.
Equal-interval scales (e.g., Hovland, Harvey, & Sherif,

1957; Johnson et al., 1966) are ideal for the purpose of
varying discrepancy level.

Given the subject's initial opin-

ion position on such a scale, the subject can be presented
with already-written communioations that advocate a position
which is discrepant from his initial position by a predetermined amount or the subject can be required to write arguments
in support of a position which is discrepant by a predetermined
amount.
The obtaining of the subject's initial opinion, however,
ordinarily involves the administration of a pretest.

While

reoent evidenoe (e.g., Lana & King, 1960) suggests that there
is no interaction between pretesttng and the treatment
variables, the fact that some studies havp-, nevertheless,
found a main effect, of pretesting (e.g., Entwisle, 1961,
Hicks & Spaner, 1962; Lana & King, 1960) demonstrates the
necessity of exercising caution in the use of pretests.

A

eolution is to find an issue about which subjects are in
general agreement initially.

Such is the strategy used in
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McGuire' s inoculation studies where cultural truisms (e. g. ,
"Everyone should brush his teeth after every meal if at all:
possible") are used.

This tn>e of issue, however, does noi:

lend itself to varying the discrepancy level; nor does Oohen's
(Brehm &: Conen, ,1962, p. 73) study where subjects were asked to
write essays "in favor of the actions of the New Haven polioe"
after students had oharged polioe brutality at a 1959 Yale University demonstration.
For the present thesis study, it was necessary to find an
equal-interval soale where most subjeots held the same initial
opinion.

SUoh a scale is one developed by Johnson et ale (1966)

and modified by the present investigator--Immigration from
South Amerioa to the United States.

The Immigration Soale fs a

nine-step equal-appearing-interval scale, ranging from "Under
no conditions should we allow anyone from South America to immigrate to the United States exoept for purposes of tranSitory
travel and tourism" (position 1) through "We should allow unlimited and unrestrioted immigration from South America to the
United States" (position 9).

Pretesting of this issue with

452 subjects showed that 350 of them

(77.4~)

chose position 7

("we should allow anyone from South America to immigrate to the
United states except those with oriminal or anti-U.S. politioal
records.

This immigration, however, should be on a quota sys-

tem, allowing only so many immigrants per year on a first-oome
first-served basiS").

The mean initial position was 7.02, with
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a standard deviation of .80.

Only 38 of the subjecte (8.4%)

held opinion positions of 6 or below.

Hence, by assuming the

initial opinion position to be position 7, discrepancy level
could be varied without the necessity for a pretest.

This

assumption eould then be cross-validated by use of a control
group in this thesis study.
With an initial opinion position at 7. the maximum
discrepancy level that could be used for the Immigration issue was a discrepancy of 6 (where subjects read or wrote arguments for position 1).

Like Johnson at al. (1966), the

present thesis study explored discrepancy levels of 2,.4, and
6; i.e., subjects were required to read or write arguments
for positions 5 (uWe should allow no one from South America to
immigrate to the United

Stat~s

except political eXiles, scien-

tists, mUSicians, artists, and those with immediate families
in the United States--a11 within quota limits"), 3 ("We should
allowftO one from South America to immigrate to the United
States except pol,i tical exiles friendly to the United states,
and SCientists"). and 1 (mentioned above),: respectively, on
the 9-position Immigration Scale.
Hypotheses
As has been suggested during the review of the literature
on the effects of level of partiCipation, the author recom-

then passive;

mended that at least six such levels be considered,
,

tive-only;

(~)

passive-only; (£) active,

(a) ac(~)

ac-
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tive, then active;

(~)

passive, then active; and (!) passive,

then passive.
In general, it is expected that there is more opinion
conformity for subjects who receive double participation
treatments than for those who receive single treatments.
Of the single dose conditions, it is hypothesized that
the passive-only group exhibits more opinion conformity than
the active-only group.

This hypothesis is based partially on

McGuire's (196la) finding that active participation can have
a negative effect on learning--which is related to subsequent
opinion change-when the subject does not have the skills to
handle it.
Given equal skills and familiarity, an active partioipation group would be expected to show, more conformity than a
passive group.

The assumption of equal familiarity, however,

can be made only in the double dose conditions where a passive
treatment is first presented.

Hence, it is hypothesized that

more opinion conformity occurs in the passive-active group
than in the passive-passive group..

To elaborate, both these

groups will have essentially the same background on the issue
through the already written communication presented first;
that the passive-active group must then improvise during the
second phase while the passive-passive group merely reads a
-

second written cOIIDnunication should be the critical factor in
producing more opinion conformity in the former.
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In the other double dose oonditions, it is hypothesized
that the active-passive group exhibits more oonformity than the
active-active group_

The key to this reasoning lies in the

written communication presented to the former group.

Both

groups may have some difficulty in writing the first argument,
but the subjects in the active-passive condition have the advantage of obtaining information from the already-written communication in the second phase while the subjects in the activeactive group instead must write a second argument without being
presented with any information about the topio.

It is expected,

then, that the active-active group yields only slightly more
opinion conformity than the single dose groups.
The following bypotheses are relevant with regard to discrepancy level in the Immigration Scale (pretesting revealed. it
to measure a moderately ego-involving issue).

First, it is hy-

pothesized that the opinion conformity funotion is curvilinear
in both single dose oonditions--the active-only and the passiveonly groups.

The reasoning here is that in the aotive condition

subjeots will be hard-pressed to think of arguments for discrepanoy 6 (position 1); in the passive oondition, it is felt that
one communioation advocat1ng virtually no immigration will
hardly make an impression on the subjeots.
Similarly, it is hypothes1zed that the oonformity funotion
in the act1ve-aotive condition is curvilinear.

AS

pointed out

before, the active-active oondition is hardly any more effec-
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tive than the single dose groups.
It is further hypothesized that the opinion

conformi~y

functions are linear in the other treatments (active-passive,
passive-active, and passive-passive), with extreme disorepancies
yielding the most conformity.

It is felt that the additional

dose of cownunication in these groups is sufficient to lower
the response strength of opinion position 7 and raise the
response strengths of positions 3 and 1 so that a positive
relationship results.
Thus, it is also hypothesized that there is a significant
participation-by-discrepancy level interaction effect.
In summary, then, passive partiCipation yields more
conformity than active participation when the initial skills
of the subjects are low.

Given additional information about

the issue, active partiCipation, through improvisation of
knowledge obtained, yields more opinion conformity than
passive participation.
For the six levels of participation considered in the
present thesis study, the following decreasing order of
effectiveness (with type of conformity function in parentheses)
is predictedl
(linear); (.2,)
(curvilinea~);

,active-passive (linear),
active-active

(a) passive-active (linear); (b) passive-passive
(,2,)

(!.) passive-only (curvilinear); and (!) active-

only (curvilinear).
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METHOD

subjects
SUbjects were 341 students enrolled in summer session
psychology courses at Loyola University.

Subjects served

during their regular class periods; all treatments were run
in each class period.

Data obtained from 26 subjects were

discarded for failure to follow instructions; data from

9 randomly selected subjects were discarded in order to
N was 306 (16
subjects in each of 18 conditions plus 18 subjeots in the
equalize the Ns in each treatment.

~inal

control group).
Procedure
Subjects were told that the investigator was interested
in standardizing some materials for use in refJearch for the
following semester.

Subjeots were told that the future

research involved the comparison of how persons of different
personality structures evaluated the same arguments about a
specific issue.
The subjects were told that in the standardization process they would not be required to take a personality test
but merely to evaluate arguments already written and/or
generate some ideas for other arguments thn,t could be used
for the particular issue involved.

The purpose of the

standardization process, subjects were told, was to see what
range of evaluations would be obtained from the various

15
arguments so that certain arguments could be chosen for the
future research project.
The research booklets were then passed out to the subjects.

To aOhieve random assignment, the booklets for the

19 treatments (three levels of discrepancy, six levels of
participation, plus a control group) had been stacked in
random order.
Subjects were instructed to fill out the required information on the cover of the booklet (name, age, and year in
school).

Subjects were told that the research was confidential

and that all names would be changed to code numbers at the
studyts conclusion; names would be used only for identification,
especially to check for duplications.

Subjects were further

told that the only reason that age and year in school were
requested was for the investigator to see whether age and
educational level were factors in the evaluations of arguments.
The general directions printed on the cover sheet of the
research booklet indioated to each subject which task (i.e.,
read or write) he would work on.
The cover sheet for a passive partioipation condition
read as followsr
·'.The general purpose of this study is to get your impressions of an argument that has been raised concerning the
extent to which there should be immigration from South America
to the United States.

You will read an argument.

Please read

1ft.

it carefully.

You will be asked a series of questions con-

cerning your impressions of the argument."
The cover sheet for an active participation condition
had the.following directions:
"The general purpose of this study is to obtain a series
of arguments concerning the extent to which there should be
immigration from South America to the United states.

Your

task is to think of a convincing argument that could be used
to support a particular position.

Specific instructions are

on the following pages."
Subjeots were told by the investigator that a number of
different topicS were being used in the research but th<-lt it
"was easier to work with only one issue (i. e., Immigration) in
a given classroom.
Before opening the research booklet, subjects were
asked to pullout an insert located under the cover sheet.
The purpose of this insert was to ascertain how much knowledge
the subjects had about the issue of the extent to which there
should be immigration from South America to the United states.
Subjects were asked to ,check the appropriate space on a 5-point
scale that ranged from "I don't know anything about this area"
(position~)

to "I consider myself as expert as anyone in the

area" (position 5').

Subjects were told that the knowledge

scale would help the investigator to evaluatelthe subjects'
responses in the rest of the booklet and were asked to be
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honest.
Subjects were then instructed to put aside the knowledge
scale and to turn to page 2 of the research booklet.

Page 2

contained, for the subject's reference, the opinion scale
for the issue of Immigration from South America to the United
states.

The commentary at the top of the page informed the

subjects that " in the past various people have been given
this soale and asked either to comment on certain positions
or to state the arguments for their favored positions."
Subjects were orally told that the scale did not inolude
every position th,it a person could hold for that topic but
that the scale was a progressive scale in that as it progressed
from pOSition 1 to position 9 something was added each step
along the way until unlimited and unrestricted immigration
was reached in position 9.

The subjects were then told to

familiarize themselves with the

~oale

by reading its nine

I·

positions.
The subjeots were then directed to turn to the next page,
where they would find more directiqns at the top of the

pa~e.

Subjects in the passive condition received directions
stating that "on the next page is the argument that you will
be asked to evaluate.

The passage has been shortened slightly,

but the argument has not been altered.

Read the argument as

carefu1IW' a$ possible during the time allowed. ft

These

subjec~s

received messages that advocated the support of Immigration
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pOSition 1, 3. or 5.

Two messages were oonstructed tor each

position (necessary for the passive-passive group). messages
were counterbalanoed in oonditions where only one passive
treatment existed (i.e"
aotive-passive).

passive-only, passive-active, and

Essentially one theme was used in eaoh ot

that would result it too muoh South American immigration
the two messages tor eaoh position.

-

(a) the labor problems

were allowed; and (b) the in1iergroup conflicts that would
arise from Sou1ih Amerioan 1mmigra1i10n,

Eaoh theme waS modified

to suit the particular opinion position that the message was
to support.

In the first part of the message, the scale

position advooated was made explioit, and. brief reasons were
given for holding this position.

The supportive reasons were

derived from discussions in history books.

Themessages

varied from 324-347 words for the labor theme and 256-328 for
the group oonfliot theme, depending on which position the
argument advocated.
SUbjeots in the active oondition received directions on
the third page as follows.
argument
or

2]

tha1;

"on

this page, write a convinoing

oould be used in su:e:eort of Position

on the Immigration issue.

1:.

~r

l,

Choose a single theme and

develop it as much as possible during the time allowed.

If

you need more spaoe, use the next page (which is blank)."
Atter the subjeots in both the passive and the aotive
groups read their speoifio direotions, the experimenter oon-,
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tinued with oral instructions:
on this page.
say to.
~ar1y.

"I want you to spend 5 minutes

Please do not go on to the next page until I

Those of you who are reading'an argument may finish
You may go back and read the passage again, but do

not go on in the booklet.

Those of you who are writing an

argument may be a bit pressed for time; but in the 5 minutes
I am not expecting you to write a well-developed essay.

Just

try to get some ideas down on paper."
After 5 minutes had passed, subjects were told:
take one more minute to finish up this page."

"Please

Hence t subjects

were actuallY allowed 6 minutes for their tasks.
After the 6 minutes had elapsed, subjects were told:
"If you are writing, please finish the sentence that you are
now working on, and then all of you turn to page 4."
Page 4 contained scales for the evaluation of the argument
that each subject had just read or written.

fair-biased;

semantic differential-type items were used.

(~)

(a) unclear-

(d) bad- informative-uninformative; (!) boring-interesting,

clear; (b) conclusive-inconclusive; (0)
good,

Ten 7-point

(~)

unknowledgeable-knowledgeable,

(~)

persuasive-unpersuasive,

(!) relevant-irrelevant; and (1) invalid-valid.

After reading

a set of directions, subjects were told to evaluate the argument that they had just worked on and were cautioned not to
skip any items.

They were told to work quickly, marking their

first impressions. After marking their
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evaluations, subjects were told to turn to the fifth page,
where more direotions would be found.

These directions var'"

ied, depending upon which condition the subjeot was

participatin~

in.
Single dose conditions.

Subjeots in the single dose

conditions (i.e., active-only or passive-only) received the
following di~ections on page 5 of their booklets:

"Please

disre!ard the direotions that are now being given to the rest
"

of the class.

Instead, we would like you to work on the next

two pages of this booklet.

Your re.ponses to' the following

two pages will enable us to evaluate lOur evaluations of the
argument.

On the next page we would like lOur opinion on the

general issue of Immigration from South Amerioa to the United
states •

Please be honest.

...............,.;;;;",;00._

I

~n2!

neoessarily ohoose

sooial1y acceptable position unless

11 1! actually

1h!

your

.~

o.PinioS_ • • ."
On the sixth page was an opinion soale for the Immigration
issue (the same 9-step scale as the one which was used for
referenoe on page 2 of the booklet).

The direoti.ons called for

eaoh subjeot to "check the one statement that best expresses
your feelings about this topio."
The last (seventh) page for the single dose conditions
contained certainty and importance soa1es (equal-appearing
intervals) developed by Johnson et al. (1966).

Subjeots were

first asked how oertain they were that the opinion they ex-
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pressed on the preceding page was the "best" or "correct"
opinion.

The scale ranged from "I have no faith at all in my

opinion on this subject" (position 1) to "I am absolutely
positive of the correctness of my opinion" (position 9).
subjeots were asked to "check the one statement that best
expresses your certainty."
The importance scale contained nine statements referring
to the importance of the topic, ranging from "The subject
matter discussed is of no importance at all" (position 1)
to'-I am convinced this subject is of the greatest
(position 9),

c~ncern"

Subjects were asked to "check the one statement

that best expresses your feelings,"
Double dose conditions,

Subjects in the double dose

oonditions (i,e •• active-active, aotive-passive. passive-active, and passive-passive) were required to work on a seCOTld
argument after they had finished evaluating the first argument.
The directions on the fifth page indicated to these subjects
whether they would read again, write again, or do just the opposite of what they did for the first argument.
The sixth page contained a referenoe scale for the Immigration Scale. the same reference scale that appeared on
page 2 of the booklet.
The seventh page gave more speoifio instructions (i.e"
assigning the position number to write on or informing the
subjects that they 'were about to read an argument),

Irregard-
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less of what treatment the subject was assigned to, he was assigned the same opinion position to read about or to write on
as the one he worked on earlier in the booklet.

SUbjects were

told that if they were writing an argument this time, they
could draw upon the same ideas that they used before in writing
the first argument or

tha~

they came across in reading the

first argument; however, they were told, it would be better
to think of· new ideas to use in this argument.
Subjeots were again given 6 minutes for this task.

'hey

were told to spend 5 minutes on this page but told to take
one more minute after the 5 minutes had elapsed.
'he subjects then evaluated the second argument on the
eighth page, using the same 7-point semantic differential
items used in the evaluation of the first argument.
The subjects checked their own opinion pOSition on the
issue, on the ninth page, after having been told that their
opinion would help the investigator to assess their evaluations
of the arguments, that they should be .honest in checking their
opinion, and that they should not necessarily choose the socially acceptable position unless it was actually their own position
Subjeots checked their certainty of opinion and importance
of the issue on the last (tenth) page.
Oontrol

~OUR.

'he purpose of a control group was to ob-

tain the average opinion on the Immigration issue, given no
preceding treatments.

The control group booklets were ran-

domly located in the pile of research booklets.
The cover sheet of the control group booklet gave the
following directionsl

"Please disregard the directions that

are being given to the rest of the class.

Instead, we would

like to obtain your feelings concerning a variety of discussion
topics.

Please read the directions carefully.

honest.

1!2..!!2! necessarily choose !h!. socially ac,c,eptab1e

Rosition

unless!l~

actually lOur

~

And R1ease

~

opinion• • • • "

An opinion scale for the Immigration issue was presented

on page 2 of the booklet; the certainty and importance scales
were on page 3.

The rest of the booklet for the control group

contained filler opinion scales.
At the end of the experimental session, which lasted about 30 minutes, the test booklets were collected; and the
true nature of the experiment was explained to the subject.s.
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RESULTS
A 3 x 6 (discrepancy-by-participation) factorial-withsingle-control-group analysis of variance (Winer, 1962) was
performed with final opinion on the Immigration issue as the
d.ependent variable.

The mean opinion for each treatment is

presented in Table 1.

Table 2 reports the results of the

analysis of variance.

The analysis revealed a significant

control-versus-all-others effect (l,= 4.2l,.4!,- 1/287, R,<.05)

= -=
-

and a significant participation effect (F
.

p.~

.05).

2.22, df

5/287,

Neither a disorepancy level effect nor an interaotion

effect were found, however.

An

inspection of the means showed

the active-passive group with the greatest opinion conformity,
followed in order by the active-active, passive-active, passivepassive, passive-only, and active-only groups.

A Duncan new

multiple range test (Edwards, 1960) at ot:., - .05 revealed that
the active-passive group was significantly greater than the
passive-only and the active-only oonditions.

No adjacent means

were significantly different from eaoh other.
Of the 16 subjeots in each of the 18 cells, 10 were subjects who were enrolled in at least their second psychology
course and 6 were subjects who were enrolled in introductory
psychology courses.

A 3 x 6 x 2 analysis of variance with un-

equal cell frequenoies (Winer, 1962) was performed on the final
opinion scores with olass level (i.e., introductory versus advanced psychology courses) as the third factor.

Table 3 re-
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ports the results of this analysis.
highly signifioant class effect (!

The analysis revealed a

= 20.11, S! •

1/252, E.< .001)"

with introductory psychology students showing more opinion con/ formity than advanced psychology students.

The average opinion

position for lOB introductory psychology subjects was 5.97,
the average opinion position for 180 advanced psychology subjects was 6.78.

In

a~dition

to the class effect, a signifioant

participation ef;Ri'ct was found

(!

== 2.54,

!t

== 5/252,

.'2.( .05/).

As was pOinted out in an earlier section, the average
opinion posi.,tion on the Immigration issue for 452 pretested
subjects was 7.02, with a standard deviation of

.BO. The mean

opini'on position of the IB subjects (B introductory psychology
and 10 advanoed psychology stUdents) of the control group ot
the present thesis study was 7.2B, with a standard deviation
of 1.04.

The mean opinion pOSition for introductory psyohology

subjects was 7.25, for advanoed psychology subjects 7.30.
A 2 x 3 factorial analysis of variance was performed on
opinion soores for one dose versus two doses of participation
and the three discrepancy levels.
are presented in Table 4.

The means for this analY'sis

Table 5 reports the results of the

analysis of variance performed on these data.
revealed a significant dose effect
.005).

An

The analysis

(! = 7.97, !! ==

1/282,

E.~

inspection of the means showed that the double dose

participation groups yielded more opinion conformity than did
the single dose participation groups.

No significant dis-
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crepancy level effect was found.
A 3 x 6 (discrepancy-by-participation) factorial analysis
of variance was performed with average evaluation of arguments
as the dependent variable.

Table 6 reports the mea.ns for eaoh

treatment; for double dose treatments where each subject had
two arguments to evaluate, the average of the two evaluations
for each subject was used.

As can be seen in Table 7, where

the results of the analysis of variance are presented, a
significant discrepancy level effect was found

.2.t •

(1

= 11.55,

2/270, Eo L.. .001), with the highest average evaluation con-

tained in the lowest discrepancy level (Discrepancy 2).

A

significant participation-by-disorepancy level interaction was
also found (1 = 2.29,

!!!:1

10/270, R. ~ .025").

level effect was not Significant.

The participation

A Duncan new multiple range

test at oC = .001 revealed that the evaluations in Discrepanoy .
2 were significantly greater than those in Discrepancies 4 and

6, although the values in Ddscrepancy 4 and Disorepancy 6 were
not significantly different from each other.
A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was computed between average evaluation of arguments and opinion conformity.

The ooefficient obtained was .34, significant beyond

the .0001 level,indicating that the higher the evaluation obtained by the arguments the greater the subsequent opinion
conformity.

TABLE 1

Mean Opinion of Issue a

Level of
participation
Active-only
Passive-only
Passi ve-Passi VE
Passive-Active

Active-Active

Active-Passive

2

Discrepancy Level
6
4

Ave.

M

7.13

7.00

6.69

SD

.86

.79

.77

M

6.81

7.00

6.44

SD

1.29

.61

1.54

M

6.69

6.94

5.81

SD

1.16

• ~ 56

2.01

M

6.44

6.19

6.44

SD

1.66

1.43

1.62

M

6.00

6 ..25

6.75

SD

1.62

2.11

1.15

M

6.63

5.69

5.75

SD.

1.22

2.17

2.44

6.94
6.75
6.48
6.35
6.33
6.02

,

,

Average

6.61

6.51

,

6.31

,

Note • .;.-Control group M = 7.28, SD = 1.04, N = 18.
~ =

16 in each cell.

6.48

TABLE 2
Analysis of Variance of Opinion Scores

Source

df

MS

Control vs. all others

1

9.67

4.21*

Discrepancy level (A)

2

2.26

41

Participation level (B)

5

5.09 .

2.22*

10

2.50

1.09

287

2.29

AXB
Error (within cell)

F

*.£ L.. 05

TABLE 3
Analysis of Variance 'of Opinion Scores for Class Level

Source

df

MS

F

Discrepancy level (A)

2

3.67

1 •. 66

Participation level ( B)

5

5.61

2.54*

Class level (0)

1

44.35

AXB

10

2.86

1.29

AX0

2

4.10

1.86

BXO

5

1.65

~l

10

2.21

1.00

252

2.21

AXB XC
Error (within cell)

*:E.tt:.. -.05
**l!.-<.001

20.11**

TABLE 4

Mean Opinion of Issue for Dose

Dose

Discrepancy Level
4
6

2

Ave.

,

-

Single a
Double b

M

6.97

7.00

6.56

SD

1.10

.71

1.22

M

6.44 .

6.27

6.1g-

SD

1.46

1.75

1.'91

6.71

6.64

6.38

Average

6.84
,

6.~0

6.57

,

aN = 32 in each cell •
. "b

N

.

= 64

in each cell.

TABLE

5

Analysis of Variance of Opinion Scores for Dose

Source
Dose (A)
Discrepancy level (B)
A.X B

Error (within cell)

*R,4.005

df'

MS

'1

18.89.

2

2.58

2

.69

282

2.37

F

7.97*
1.09
~l

TABLE 6
.

Mean Evaluations of Arguments

Level of
participation
Active-only
Passive-only

2

Passive-Active

Active-Active

Active-Passive

Average

Discrepancy' Level
6
4

M

4.36

3.29

13.72

3D

.82

1~30

.84

M

4.94

3.32

4.21

.87

1 •.12

~79

4.65

3.71

4.00

3D

.87

.75

1.18

M

3.98.

4.33

3.81

3D

•. 90

.87

.85

4.63

4.26

3.83

3D

.84

1.30

1.22

M

4.37

4.08

4.24

3D

0.58

' .82

1 •.13

4.49

3.83

3.97

,SD,· . .

Passive-Passive

a

M

M·

,

aN = 16 in each cell.

Ave.

.
3.79
4.16
4.12
4.04

4.24

4.23

4.10

TABLE'7
Analysis of Variance of Evaluation Scores

Source
Discrepancy level

df
(A~

Participation level ( B)
A X B

Error (within cell)

*E. .(:'.025
**E.~.001

MS

F

2

11.55

11.55**

5

1.33

1.33

10

2.29

2.29*

270

1.00
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DISCUSSION
It was originally felt that the value of the present thesis study lay in the two treatment groups which are generally
omitted in studies which compare the effects of active versus
passive participation on opinion conformity.
al conditions compared in this study were.

The two addition(~)

passive-passive,

By comparing the results of the passiveactive condition with the passive-passive condition, it could
and (b) active-active.

be determined if the active participation was the critical factor in inducing opinion conformity or whether a double dose of
participation, either active or passive, would yield the same
results.

Similarly, by comparing the effects of the active-

passive condition with the active-active condition, it could be
determined what process might be occurring in the second participation.
The first question to be answered, however, is if the one
underlying assumption is valid.

In order to manipulate dis-

crepancy level, it was assumed that the initial opinion position
for all subjects was position 7.

A pretest would have made anT

assumptions unnecessary, but the investigator preferred to avoid
its influences, if any_

That the control group yielded a mean

opinion position of 7.28 seems to justify the assumption.

I~

should be noted that no subject was asked to read or write arguments for positions 8 or 9.

Hence the fact that subjects

tended to hold initial positions at this end of the scale (as
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indicated by a mean opinion position greater than 7.0) would
not bias the results.
It was hypothesized that there is more opinion conformity
for subjects who receive double participation treatments than
for those who receive single treatments.

Analysis of variance

confirmed this hypothesis (R.L. .00;).
Other hypotheses were made concerning the order in which
opinion conformity would occur as a function of level-of-participation.

Analysis of variance reve.aled a sigl],ificant par-

ticipation effec'll (R. L.. .05) and a significant oontrol-vs.-allothers effect (R. L. .05), but adjacent means were not signifioant11' different from each other.

Nevertheless, the individual hy-.

potheses and trends are noted below.
Of the single dose conditions, it was hypothesized that
the pass1ve-only group exhibits more opinion conformity than
the active-only group.
hypotheSis,

~ith

The means were in the direction of this

the passive-only group yielding a mean of

6.75, the active-only group 6.94.
It was hypothesized that more opinion conformity OCCurs
in the passive-active group than in the passive-passive group.
~he

mean opinion for the former was 6.35, for the latter 6.48,

again the.means were 1n the direotion of the hypothesis.
It was hypothesized that the active-passive group exhibits
more conformity than the active-active group.
means were in the expected direction--6.02
sive condi

r
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One predicted trend that did not materialize was the overall ordering of the six participation treatments.

It was pre-

dicted that the passive-active and the passive-passive would
yield the most conformity, followed next by the active-passive
and the active-active treatments.

Results of the study revealed

one reversal in the predicted order:

the active-passive and

the active-active treatments yielded the most conformity, followed next by the passive-active and the passive-passive.

As

predicted, passive-on17 and active-only yielded the least conformity.

The reversal at the top is difficult to explain.

It

was thought the passive-active would rank first because these
"",

subjects would benefit both from knowledge gained in the P8ssiv.,
:'~

phase and the improvisation in the active /phaee.

That the

ao....~;

t1ve-pass1ve actually yielded the most conformity can perhaps

be explained by oalling the second or passive phase as reinfor-.
cing to whatever the subject vlrote in the first active phase.
A number of predictions were made in regard to discrepanoy
level.

That there was no signifioant discrepanoy effect for

opinion is surprising in light of much research in this area.
It is possible that the immigration issue is one in which persons hold more strongly onto their opinions, and if they are
going to change, will do so irregardless of the amount advooated.
Also, it must be remembered that the messages for each position
were modified from the same basic themes; however, this explanation is not valid for active conditions.

The only discrepancy

,
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effeot that was found was for average evaluations of arguments.
Not surprisingly, the lowest discrepancy level contained the
highest average evaluation.

Also not surprising, but seemingly

in conflict with the prec,eding statement, was the signifioant
relationship found between evaluations and opinion conformity;
the higher tbe evaluation the greater the opinion conformity.
Although the highest evaluations were found indiscrepanoy 2,
the greatest average conformity was'found indiscrepanoy 6.
An interesting finding was revealed when the data were
separated by introductory psychologff students and beyond-intro,

duotory psychology students.
~ignif1cant (,2 L

"

That th"'jiJ class effect was highly.

.001) t indioating that introductory students

oonform more than advanced students, seems to

limi~

the

general~

izab1lity of studies employing the oonventional introductory
psyohology students.

Certainly the olass effect is a variable

that will 'have to be reckoned within future
Althou~h

re~arch.

the study described in this thesis was designed

to answer a number of questions in the controversies of levels
of partioipation and discrepancy, certainly there still remains
much to be determined in this area.
partic~pation

The hypothesis that

yields more conformity than active

paB~iv.

particip~tion

when the initial skills of'Lthe subjects are low and that given
additional information about the issue active participation-through improvisation of knowledge obtained--yields more opinion
oonformity than passive participation needs additional support.
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l'uture researoh in this area might oompare, for example,
different types of messages.

Messages that attack the sub-

jeot's initial position and then advooate an alternative position might be oompared with messages that merely advooate an
alternative position.

It is hypothesized that subjects who

receive arguments attaoking their own position before the advooation of another position will show more opinion ohange
than subjeots presented only with arguments supporting another
position.

Similarly, subjeots could be asked to write argu-

ments that first attacked their initial position and then that
advooated a particular alternative position.
of participation oould

als~

The six levels

be compared on the effects of

high versus low sources of the written oommunioations.

In

addition, other issues oould be studied.
In oonolusions

Whioh method, aotive or passive partioi-

pation, yields the most opinion conformity?

It depends'
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autokinetic situation.
Winer, B. J.
sign_

Statistioal
New York:

Zimbardo, P. G.

Publio Opinion Quarterly,

Sooiometrr, 1964, 27, 88-95.

prinoipl~~

!a

eXRerimental

MoGraw-Hill, 1962.

Involvement and oommunioation disorepanoy

as determinants of opinion conformity.
Abnormal

~-

~

Social PsyoholoS1, 1960, 60, 86-94.

(b)
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APPENDIX 1-1

LOYOLA

UNIVERSITY

Research

r~rm

f P.

General Directions
The general purpose of this studiv is to get your impressions of an
argument that has been raised ooncerning the extent to which there should
be immigration from South America to the United States.
You will read an argument.

Please read it carefully.

You will

be asked a series of questions conoerning your impressions of the argument.

For your referenoe, a scale for the Immigration issue is included in
this booklet (see next page).

NMm

(p~):

__________________

AGE: _____________________________
YEAR

m

SCHOOL: _ - - - - - - - -
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APPENDIX I-2

LOYOLA

UNIVERSITY

Research Form .,. A-

General Directions
The general purpose of this study is to obtain a series of arguments
concerning the extent to which there should be immigration from South
Amer.ioa to the United States.
Your task is to think of a convincing argument that could be used to
support a partioular position. Spea1f1.o instructions are on the following pageso
For your reference, a scale for the Immigration issue is inoluded in
this booklet (see next page).

NMm

(p~t):

__________________

AGE: ___________________________
YEAR

m SCHOOL:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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APPENDIX 1-3

LOYOLA

UNIVERSITY

Research Form I CM

General Directions
Please disregard the directions that are being given to the rest of the class.
Instead, we would like to obtain your feelings concerning a variety ot
discussion topics. Please read the directions care~. And, ~lease ~ honest.
~ n2i necessarilY choose ~ sociallY acceptable position unless~!! actually
your ~ opinion.
When you are finished with this booklet, you may read a book, review your
class notes, etc. until the others have finished their booklets.
Remember to disregard all other instruotions that w1l.l be
of the class.

NMm(p~t):

gi~n

to the rest

_________________

AGE: _________________________
YEAR IN SCHOOL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-~

----
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APPENDIX II
N8.me:

How much do you know about the issue of "the extent
to which there should be immigration from South AmArica
t,o the United states"? Check the space that best
represents your knowledge.
I don't know anything about this area
_____ I have very little knowledge about this area

-----

I have some knowledge about the area
I am fairly well versed in the area
I consider myself as expert as anyone in the area
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APPENDIX III
IMMIGRATION FROM SOUTH M'1ERICA TO THE UNITED STATES

Below are listed (for your reference) nine statements that range
from no immigration at all to unllJnited immigration.

1n order

In the past, various people have been given this scale and asked either
to comment on certain positions or to state the arguments for their favored
positions.
Do not make arry marks on this page.

l~

Under no oonditions should we allow anyone from South America to
:Umnigrate to the United states except for purposes of transitory
travel and tourism.

2.

We should allow no one from South Amerioa to immigrate to the United
States except those who have been political personalities recently
ousted from their positions because of their pro-U.S$ sentiments.

3. We should allow no one from South America to immigrate to the United
states except political exiles friendly to the United States,
and scientists.

4. We should allow no one from South America to immigrate to the United
states except political exiles, scientists, musicians, and artistsall within quota limits.

S. We should allow no one from South America to immigrate to the United
states except political exiles, scientists, musicians, artists, and
those with immediate families in the United States--all within
quota limits.

6. We should allow no one from South America to immigrate to the United
States except political exiles, scientists, musicians, artists, and
those with immediate families or any other relat~.ve9 in the United
States-all within quota l:lmits.

7. We should allow anyone from South America t.o immigrate to the United
states except those with criminal or anti-U.S. political reoords.
This immigration, however, should be on a quota system, allowing only
so m~ immigrants per year on a first-come first-served basis.
8.

We should allow ~one from South America to immigrate to the United
states, regardless of his previous history. A quota system should be
enforoed, however, to limit the number of immigrants in any one year.

9. We should allow unlimited and unrestrioted immigration from
South Amerioa to the United states.
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APPENDIX IV-l
DIRECTIONS FOR PAGE 3

DP

On the next page is the argument that you w:Ul be asked to evaluate.

The passage has been shortened slightly, but the argument has not been
altered. Read the argument as carefu14r as possible during the time allowed.
You mq tum now to Page ).

- -

•

-

II
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Page

APPENDIX IV-2

DIRECTIONS FOR WRITING AN ARGUMENT
On

this page, write a convinoing argument that could be used in support
on the linndi;ration issue.

ot Position _

Choose a single theme and develop it as muoh as possible during the
t:1me allowed.
It you need more space, use the next page (which is blank).

:3

la
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AJ?PENDIX V-l
IMMIGRATION FROM SOurR AMERICA

(Argument in SUpport of Position 1)

Recent developments of the last 20 yearer now make it necessary for ths
United ;;tates to re-examine its immigration policies, especially those ralating
to South Amerioa.

Because the United States has been nooded with South American

immigrants in recent years, threatening serious overcrowding in the future,
1mmigration screening prooedures must be initiated

80

that no one from South

..
America be allowed to immigrate to the U.S. except for purposes of transitory
travel and

tourism~

There was a time in our history lvhen we could welcome one and all.

This was

a tillle when the United States was underpopulated; we were growing rapidly and
were greatly in need of a labor force both on the farms and :'-n the factorios.
There were plenty of job opportunities even (or especially) for the uneducated;
however, things have changed.
For example, we do not need the abundance of farm workerR that we used to.
Our atom small famers are fiocldng to the city because they are unable to sucoeed

in farming.

Fal'Dling is big business and highly mechanized, and there is no room

for the immigrant farmer.
The same thing can be said about work in the industrial centers.
worl<ers are losing jobs due to automation.

The number of

rail~oad

Our nat.im

yard and road

workers has been drastica.l.ly reduced, and whole payroll office staffs are being

-

replaced "b-.f computers.

We have had to initiate federal programs for retraining,

Job Corps, and poverty programs.
are uneducated;

The majority of immigrants from South Amerioa.

there would be tremendous diffioulty placing them in jobs o

do not have enough positions available;

We

if the immigrants got jobs, they would

be taking them away from our own needy citizens.

The United States was once a country that was able to welcome everyone, but
the facts now make it essential to start; limiting immigratiOn.

We must not admit

jmmigrants from South America to the Urlted States and allow onJ.y transitory
travel and tourism.

-
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IMMIGRATION FROM SOUTH

APP:r~NDIX

~AJ1ERICA

:3

V-2

(Argument in Support of Position 1)

Immigration from South Amerioa has beoome an inoreasing problem.
to imm.:tgration has beoome stronger as the faots beoome known.

Opposition

The informed

publio is beginning to demand restriotive legislation that would permit no
immigration from south Amerioa to the United States exoept for purposes of
transitory travel and tourism.
The bedrook of a demooraoy is based largely upon the oooperative work of
many groups an<ill.individuals within the group.

Although we oonsider the United

States a demooraoy in every sense of the word, there is. unfortunately, some
group oonniot.

Confiiot appears to be inevitable whenever people of different

traditions and cultures oome together.
With the inoreased number of immigrants struggling for a living, for power,
for position, and for prestige, there has developed within the U.S. population a
feeling that the oulture and prestige of the Amerioan people is being threatened.

\Vlw? Because new immigrants are difficult to Amerioanize. In general, these
immigrants have had little formal eduoation.

Their oustoms, traditions, and

languages are different from the Amerioans alreaqy here.

They settle in large

oities, in seotions of their own, where they feel no need to learn American
ways.

Furthermore, some of them oome here merely to earn money and then to

return to their native lands.
Beoause allowing immigration from South Amerioa to the United States has
not produoed the demooraoy that in theory was expeoted, and beoause these
immigrants have so often abused their privileges, it is absclutoly neoessar,y to
restriot (in the future) South Amerioan immigration and allow only transitory
travel and tourisln..
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APPTmDIX V- 3
IMMIGRATION FRON ~9UTH AMERICA (Argument in Support of Position 3)

Recent developnent,s of the last 20 years now make it necessary for the
United states to re-examine its immigration policies, especiall1 those relating
to

•

South Amerioa.

Because the United States has been noo&td with South American

immigrants in recent years, threatening serious overcrowding in the :fUture,
immigration screening procedures must be initiated so that

o~

scientists and

political exiles friendly to the United States are admitted.
There was a time in our history when we could welcome one and all.
a t:ime when the United States was underpopulated;

This was

we wero growing rapidly' and

were greatly in need of a labor force both on the farms and in the factories.
There were plenty of job opportunities even (or especially) for the u."'leducated;
however, things have changed.
For example, we do not need the abundance of farm workers that we used to.
Our own small farmers are nocking to the city because they are unable to succeed
in farming.

Farming is big business and highly mechanized, and there is no room

for the immigrant. farmer.
The same thing can be said about work in the industrial centers"
workers are losing jobs due to automation.
workers has been

drastic~

being replaced by computers.

The number of railroad yard and road

reduced, and now whole payroll offioe staffs· are
We have had to initiate federal progr81us for

retraining, Job Corps, and poverty programs.
South America are uneducated;
in jobs o

Our natiVel

The majority of immigrants from

there would be tremendous difficulty placing them

We do not have enough positions available;

i f the j.mmigrants got jobs,

they would be taking them away from our own needy citizens.
The United States was once a country that was able to welcome everyone, but
the facts now make it essential to start limiting 1mmigration. We should admit
o~

the scientists (who as

hig~

educated men will make a definite contribution

to the UoS.) and the political exiles friendly to the U.S. (whose loyalty merits
their admission).
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APPENDIX V-4
lM1IGRATION FROM SOUTH AMERICA (Argument in Support of Position ;3)
Immigration from South America has become an increasing problem.

to immigration has become stronger as the facts become knawn Q
public is beginn,1.ng to

d(~l11and

scientists and ousted pro.U.S.

Page

:3

Opposition

The informed

restrictive logislation that would permit only
p~liticians

to inmdgrate to the Un1..ted States.

The bedrook of a democraoy is based largely upon the cooperative work of
many groups and individuals within the group.

Although we consider the United

states a democracy in every sense of the word, there is, unfortunately, some
group conflict.

Conflict appears to be inevitable whenever people of different

traditions and cultures come together.
With the increased number of immigrants struggling for aJ.i"1iing, for power,
for position, and for prestige, there has developed within the U.S. population a
feeling thst the culture and prestige of the American people is being threatened.
Why?

Because new immigrants are difficult to Ame::'icanize.

immigrants have had little formal education.

In general, these

Their customs, traditions, and

languages are different from the Americans already h9re.

They settle in large

cities, in sections of their own, where they feel no need to learn American
w~s.

Furt.hermore, some of them come here merely to earn mOllOY and then to

return to their native lands.
Such is not the case with scientists or ousted pro-U.S.

p~liticians,

both of

whom have been known to assimilate into and oontributa to our culture, rather
t~,

merely take from it.
Because allowing immigration from South America to the United States has

not produced the democracy that in theor,ywas expected, and because these
:l.mmigrants ha"l,,'"e so oftGn abused their privileges, it is absolutely necessary to
restrict (in the future) South .Alllerican immigration and admit only those who have
proved to be deserving-namely, scientists and political. ex:1l.es rriendl,y to
the U.S.
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APPENDIX V-5
IMMIGRATION FROM SOUTH AMERICA

:3

(Argument in Support of Position 5)

Recent deve10prlents of the last 20 years nOW' make it necessary for the
United states to re-examine its immigration po1ioies, especially those relating
to South America.

Because the United States has been flooded with South American

immigrants in recent years, threatening serious overcrowding in the future,
immigration screening procedures must be initiated so that only scientists,
political exiles friendly to the U.S., musicians, artists, and those with
1mmedia:te families in the U.S. are admitted.
There was a time in our history when we could welcome one and all.
a time when the United States was underpopulated;

This waa

we were growing rapidly and

were greatly in need of a labor force both on the farms and in the facio.ories.
There were plenty of job opportunities even (or

especi~)

for the uneducated;

however, things have changed.
For example, we do not need the abundance of' farm workers that we used to.

Our awn small
in farming.

fa~ers

are flocking to the city becausa they are unable to succeed

Faming is big business and highly mechanized, and there is no room

for the immigrant farmer.
The same thing can be said about work in the industrial centars.
workers are losing jobs due to automation.

0lU" native

The number of railroad yard and Mad

workers has been drastically reduced, and now 't-Tho1e payroll office staffs are
being replaced by computers.

We have had to initiate federal programs for

retraining, Job Corps, and poverty programs.
South America are uneducat,ed;
in jobs.

The majority of immigrants from

there wo\:J.d be tremendous difficulty placing them

We do not have enough poSitions available;

i f the immigrants got jobs,

they would be taking them away from our own needy c1.t.izens.
The United States was once a country that 't-Tas 2,:,le to welcome everyone, but
. the facts now make it essential to start llmiting immigration.

We should admit

Ol'iq the scientists, musicians, and artists (who as highly talented mell will make

a defirl1te contribution to the U.S.), politioal exiles friendly to the U.S. (whose
loyalty merits their admission), and those with bmlediate families in the U.S.

t
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APPENDIX V-6
IMHIGRATION FROM SOUTH AMERICA

(Argument in Support of Position 5)

Immigration from South America has become an increasing problema
to immigration has become stronger as the facts become known.

Opposition

The informed

public is beginning to demand restriotive legislation that would permit only
scientists, oUGted pro-U.S. politioians, musicians, artists, and those with
immediate families in the U.S. to immigrate to this country.
The bedrock of a democracy is based

large~

many' groups and individuals within the grouPG

upon the cooperative work of

Although we consider the United

States a democracy in every sense of the word, there is, unfortunately, some
group conflict.

Conflict appears to be inevitable whenever people of different

traditions and cultures come together.
With the increased number of immigrants struggling for a living, for power,
for position, and for prestige, there has developed within the U.S. population a
feeling that the culture and prestige of the American people is being threatened.
Why?

Because new immigrants are difficult to Americanize.

immigrants have had little formal education.

In general, these

Their customs, traditions, and

languages are different from the Americans already here.

They settle in large

cities, in sections of their own, where they feel no need to learn knerican
ways.

Furthermore, some of them come here

mere~

to earn money and then to

return to their native lands.
Such is not the case with scientists, ousted pro-U.S. politicians, musicians,
and artists-all of whom have been known to assimilate into and contribute to
our culture, rather than merely take from it.

find surely we cannot deny admission

to those with immediate families already here.
Because allowing immigration from South

I~erica

to the United States has

not produced the democracy that in theory was expected, and because these
immigrants have so often abused their privileges, it is

absolute~

necessary to

restrict (in the future) South .American immigration and admit only those who have
proved to be deserving-namely, scientists, political exiles friendly to the U.S.,
musicianD, artists, and those with immediate families in the U.S.
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APPENDIX VI

4

EVALUATION OF ARGUMENT
This page is designed to allow you to evaluate the argument on the
preceding page.
Place an stX" in the appropriate space on these seven-point scales. For
example, i f you feel that the argument was y!!!z good, you might place ycro.r
"X" as shown below.
bad : _ _ _ : _ _ _ :_ _ _ :_-:---::_ _ _ :,_ _ _ :
ver,y
neutral
It you feel that the argument was
as shown below.

bad:

l2.!s!.

~

X

: good

ve~y

you might place your

"X"

X :___ : ___ :_~-=:,___ : ___ : ___ : good
very
very
neutral

Or you might feel that the evaluation should be somewhere in between, and
you should place your eex" somewhere between the above "X's". Now please give us
your true feelings on these ten characteristics.

unclear •

·

·•

••

••

conclusive ••

••

••

·

fair ••

••

·

·•

bad •

••

:

informative :

:

·

boring •

•

0

0

unlmowledgeable ••

·•
·•
·•

·
·

·•
:

:

:

:

·
0

•

••

••

·

invalid ••

·•

·

··

·•

:

••

0

••

: biased
•• good

·•
·•

: un:informative
interesting
knowledgeable

·•

relevant

·• clear
· inconclusive

·•

·
·•

persuasive

••

: unpersuasive

:

·•
·•

•• irrelevant

: valid

0-1

-{
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APPENDIX VII
DIRECTIONS

Page 5

Please disregard the directions that are n~ being given to the rest
of the class.
Instead, we would like you to work on the next two pages of this booklet.
Your responses to the following two pages will enable us to evaluate ~
evaluations of the argument.
On the next pase we would like ~ opinion on the general issue of
Immigration from South Amerioa to the United States. Pleas8 ~ henoit.
~ ~ necessarily choose 1h! social6Y acceptable position unless ~ I! actually
your ~ opinion.
When you are finished with the next two pages, you may read a book, review
your class notes, etc. until the others have finished their booklets.
Remember to disregard all other instructions that will be gi7en to the rest
of the class.
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APPENDIX VIII

we would: like to obt.n:i n your opinion on the general. issue ot

Imnig;ration from South America ~ !:!:!2. United states. Below are listed; nine
statements that range in order from no 1mm1gration at all to unljm1ted
imm.1.gration. Check the one statement. that best expresses your feelings abou:t;
th1s topio.

_1. Und.er no oonditions should we allow 8l'\VOne from South Amerioa to
immigrate to the United states except, for purposes of transitory
travel and tourism.
_2.

We should allow no one from South Amerioa to immigrate to the United
states except those who have been political. personalities recently
ousted from their positions because of their pro-U.S. sentiments.

---.:J.

We should allow no one from South America to jmmigrate to the United
states except political exiles friendly to the United States,
and. scientists.

_4. We should allow no one from South Amerioa to immigrate to the United
States except political exiles, scientists, musici8l".8, and artistsall within quota limits.
~.

We should allow no one from South America to immigrate to the United
states except political exiles, scientists, musicians, artists, and
those with immediate families in the United States-all within
quota limits.

-

We should allow no one from South America to immigrate to the United
states except political exiles, scientists, musicians, artists, and
those with immediate families or ~ other relatives in the United
states-all. within quota limits.

6.

We should allow anyone from South America to immigrate to the United
states except those with criminal or anti-U.S. political records.
This immigration, however, should be on a quota system, allowing o~
so many immigrants per year on a first-come first-served basis.

-

8. We should allow anyone from South Anl"t"ica to immigrate to the United

--.9.

States, regardless of his previous history. A quota system should be
enforced, however, to limit the number of immigrants in &.ny' one year.
We should allow unlimited and unrestricted immigration from
South Amerioa to the United states.
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APPENDIX IX
On this page indicate how cert;> in yOll are that the

op~n~on you expressed
on the preceding page was the "bestll or IIcorrect" opinion. Below are
listed nine statements that range from completely uncertain to completely
certain. Check the one statement that best expresses your certainty.

1. I have no faith at all in my opinion on this subject.
--_ _ 2. I would be quite doubtful as
the validity of
opinion.
t~

my

______3. I have only a little reason to believe myself accurate.

_ _4. I have some doubts concerning

Il\Y

____5. Advantages and disadvantages of

opinion.

my opinioJ"l can be pointed out.

_____6. I would consider my opinion as having some value.
_____1. There is little doubt that my opinions on this matter are correct.

_ _8. I am highly confident of my judgment in this area.

______9. I am absolutely positive of the correctness of my opinion.

Below indicate your feelings as to the importance of the topic about
which you gave your opinion on the previous page. Below are nine
statements that range in order from extremely urumportant to extremely
important. Check the one statement that best exrresses your feelings.
1. The subject matter discussed is of no importance at all.
2. The subject scarcely seems worth the fuss and bother.

3. The issue seems to be of little importance.

4.
5.

This issue is only of slight importance.
This iss1.)'3 is important only in certain circumstances.

---6. I consider this issue somewhat iml'ortant.
---1. I think! issue is of considerable importance.
11"

----8. This is a ver,v important issue.

---'9.

I am convinced this subject is of the greatest concern.

---

-
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